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Chapter 5

Carrier multiplication efficiency in

silicon nanostructures

Carrier multiplication – the generation of two or more e-h pairs following the
absorption of a single photon – may lead to improved photovoltaic efficiencies [89]
and has been observed in nanocrystals made from a variety of semiconductors,
including silicon. However, with a few exceptions [90], the past reports were
based on indirect evidence obtained by ultrafast techniques [59, 69, 50, 61]. In
this chapter, we present detailed investigations of carrier multiplication in closely
spaced silicon nanocrystals by measuring enhancement of the photoluminescence
quantum yield. We observe a step-like increase in quantum yield for larger photon
energies that is characteristic of carrier multiplication [91]. Modeling suggests
that the carrier multiplication is occurring with high efficiency and close to the
energy conservation limit. Furthermore, it is also shown that the efficiency of the
process decreases upon separation of the nanocrystals.

5.1 Introduction

The Kasha-Vavilov rule [92], which states that the quantum yield of luminescence
is independent of the wavelength of the exciting radiation, applies for a large va-
riety of molecules. Although there are some exceptions to this empirical rule, it is
certainly fair to state that the PL spectrum usually shows very little dependence
on the excitation wavelength. This implies that, for higher excited states, relax-
ation into the emitting state is considerably more efficient than other channels of
non-radiative and radiative recombination. In the first approximation, the same
rule applies also to semiconductor NCs, which in many ways can be considered as
giant molecules as illustrated, for example, by CdSe/ZnS coreshell quantum dots
[93]. More generally, relaxation of “hot” carriers generated by the absorption of
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high-energy photons in semiconductor NCs is more complex [19, 79, 94, 95]. It is
commonly the case that the photoluminescence quantum yield of NCs decreases
for larger photon energies, as more non-radiative pathways related to surface and
other trap states become accessible.

5.2 Experimentals

We explored the excitation wavelength dependence of photoluminescence quan-
tum yield (ratio of the number of emitted and absorbed photons) for silicon NCs
fabricated using different approaches. One type was prepared by co-sputtering of
silicon and SiO2 onto a quartz substrate, followed by annealing at high tempera-
tures [14]. A thin (∼ 700 nm) sub-stoichometric layer of SiOx, where x = 1.60 and
1.89 for samples A and B, respectively, was annealed in a nitrogen atmosphere for
30 minutes at 1150 ℃. This resulted in a distribution of Si NCs in SiO2 with an
average size of 4.1 nm (Sample A) and 3.1 nm (Sample B). The second material
was composed of porous silicon grains suspended in ultraviolet-grade ethanol,
made by electrochemical etching of crystalline silicon. The preparation proce-
dure hereof can be found in Section 2.2.2. The po-Si samples contained small
(1-3 nm) closely spaced and possibly interconnected and/or aggregated oxidized
silicon NCs of different shapes [31]. The NC size distribution in the “po-Si 1”
sample was narrower than in “po-Si 2”, as a result of longer sedimentation and
purification steps.
PL of oxidized silicon NCs has been investigated in detail and is known to origi-
nate from localized defect states or quantum-confined band-to-band transitions,
which show similar spectral and temporal characteristics [96]. It is generally
accepted that band-to-band recombination occurs for larger NCs. For smaller
ones electronic states due to oxygen-related defects on the surface will dominate
photoluminescence, limiting the quantum confinement induced opening of the op-
tical bandgap [17] and the “blue” shift of excitonic emission. Past investigations
have shown that transition between these two channels of radiative recombina-
tion takes place in a continuous way, with no evidence for a barrier potential at
defect levels. In addition to these two main emissions, there is also a contribution
from radiative recombination of non-equilibrium carriers [57]; however, its effect
on the total photoluminescence quantum yield is minor.

5.3 Results

The experimentally determined dependence of the external photoluminescence
quantum yield on excitation photon energy is displayed in Fig. 5.1. Although the
absolute values vary for different samples, the similarity in the overall behavior
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Figure 5.1: Spectral dependence of PL QY. Results are shown for sample A,
sample B, po-Si 1 and po-Si 2. The lower panels show of the PL spectra of each
sample. (the energy axis is multiplied by either 2 or 3, indicated by 2EPL and
3EPL, respectively). The black dashed lines, indicating the “steps”, serve only
as a guide to the eye.

is striking: the initially low and constant value of quantum yield for the lower
photon energies is followed by an increase for larger energies. This behavior
is unexpected in view of previous remarks, and indicates that a new physical
mechanism is being activated upon excitation with higher-energy photons. A
very specific common feature observed in the first three panels is a step-like
character of the measured increase of quantum yield in the higher energy range.
The lower panels in Fig. 5.1, showing corresponding photoluminescence spectra
multiplied by two and three, reveal their coincidence with the quantum yield
steps. The occurrence and the width of the steps in the upper panels is related
to the width of the multiples of photoluminescence spectra and can therefore
be naturally explained as resulting from the distribution of nanocrystal sizes (A
simulation of this effect will be given in Section 5.4). This is directly illustrated
by the more or less continuous character of the quantum yield increase for the
po-Si 2 sample, where a broad size distribution and broader photoluminescence
spectrum obscure observation of the steps.

5.4 Discussion

The experimentally obtained spectral dependence of the external photolumines-
cence quantum yield given in Fig. 5.1 is clearly very different from that pre-
dicted by the Kasha-Vavilov rule (constant quantum yield), or that expected for
nanocrystals (decrease of quantum yield at higher excitation energies). A simi-
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lar step-like increase of quantum yield appears as a result of “quantum cutting”
in rare-earth ion systems [97, 98], when absorption of a single photon of suffi-
ciently large energy by one type of ion results in subsequent excitation transfer
to two (or more) rare-earth ions with lower excitation energy. Such an effect
was originally proposed for inorganic crystals by Dexter, where a single photon
absorbed by a sensitizer leads to the emission of two half-energy photons by
an activator [99]. The step-like behavior has also been reported for carbon nan-
otubes [67] and assigned to the carrier multiplication process, with a large-energy
photon being able to generate multiple free electrons. It is therefore natural to
also explain the enhancement of photoluminescence quantum yield found here
for silicon nanocrystals in terms of carrier multiplication, similar to what has
been observed in NCs of different semiconductor materials [90, 59, 69, 50, 61, 63]
including silicon, where absorption of a single photon with a sufficiently large
energy may result in generation of multiple electronhole pairs. We note that it
has been argued that the indirect bandgap of silicon should lead to enhancement
of the carrier multiplication rate [100]. With carrier multiplication, every time
the excess energy of an excitation photon overcomes the threshold of a multiple
of the bandgap energy (plus additional activation energy for the process), one
more electron-hole pair can be produced, increasing the free carrier population.
Because part of the free carrier population undergoes radiative recombination,
this will enhance photoluminescence and thus increase its quantum yield. The
step-like character of the quantum yield increase can then be seen as the most
characteristic fingerprint of that process.
The dependence of the QY of such a system we can model by considering only
energy conservation and bandgap energy. In a model system (see Fig. 5.2a) the
NCs all have the same bandgap, which means that energetically CM becomes
possible when the absorbed energy quanta is at least 2EG. The PL spectrum of
such a system is shown in Fig. 5.2b, where there is only a peak at the bandgap
energy. For CM taking place at energy conservation limit it is important to con-
sider the multiples of the bandgap energy; 2EG and 3EG, since for these energies
an increase in carrier generation can be expected. For this purpose these peaks
are combined in the spectrum shown in Fig. 5.2b, which indicates a CM density
of states function which we denote by φCM (hν). The bottom panel of Fig. 5.2b
shows the dependence of the QY as a function of the excitation photon energy
determined by:

QY (hν) =

hν∫

0

φCM (hν ′)
IPL(hν ′)

d(hν′), (5.1)

where the denominator is the number of emitting states, i.e. the PL band
IPL(hν). In this way we get a normalized QY, which is unity for EG < E(hν) <

2EG. Note that for energies E(hν) < EG this value is not defined, since both
nominator and denominator are 0 resulting from absence of absorption. The
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Figure 5.2: (a) Energy diagram showing two NCs with identical bandgap-energy.
The green arrow indicates transfer of excess energy to the next NC, thereby
exciting a carrier across the bandgap. (b) Top: Schematic PL spectrum of a
single energy gap system (red line). The blue line shows multiples of this PL
spectrum, indicating the energies where energy transfer is possible. Bottom:
Spectral dependence of QY under assumption of energy transfer at conservation
limit for this system

step-like increase in QY is evident, and also it is obvious that the width of the
increasing steps is determined by the PL spectrum. In a realistic NC system there
is a distribution of sizes leading to a distribution of bandgap energies. The PL
spectrum of a real system is shown in the top panel of Fig. 5.3a, where IPL(hν) is
shown for sample A. When the same procedure is applied as in the case of a sin-
gle bandgap system, we again get the CM density of states function φCM (hν) by
combining IPL(hν) with multiples of the PL spectrum. QY (hν) calculated with
Eq. 5.1 is shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 5.3a. While there is still a step-like
increase in the QY, it is considerably smoothened by the size distribution.
The results from this analysis are compared to the normalized QY data obtained
for sample A in Fig. 5.3b. The similarity in the shape is striking. An even bet-
ter agreement between the theoretical model and experimental data is obtained
when the QY dependence is shifted by 300 meV, which indicates that there is an
additional energy necessary to enable CM ∆E = 0.3 eV. This value is about 8
times smaller than for bulk Si.
In 2010 a phenomenological model to describe CM in bulk and NC materials
was proposed by Beard et al. [91]. In their analysis the bandgap energy is the
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fundamental unit of energy which is required to produce an electron-hole pair.
Furthermore the CM onset energy and efficiency are mutually related. When
we apply the model to carrier generation values for bulk Si [25](bandgap en-
ergy Eg = 1.13 eV) a good agreement is obtained for a multiplication efficiency
ηEHPM = 0.6 (see Fig. 5.4. The results for Si NCs (sample A) can also be de-
scribed very well within this framework, where the bandgap is determined by the
peak of the PL spectrum Eg = 1.38 eV, and ηEHPM ≈ 0.99.
Previous reports on carrier multiplication in semiconductor nanocrystals were
predominantly based on ultrafast transient absorption measurements, but in the
present case it is observed by enhancement of radiative recombination. Because
Auger recombination inside these nanocrystals is approximately six orders of
magnitude faster than radiative decay, the individual excitations must be sepa-
rated into different nanocrystals in order to be observed in time-integrated PL
measurements, in analogy to the aforementioned quantum cutting process for
rare-earth ions [51]. This implies that the proximity of Si NCs is an important
parameter. To test this, and to justify our interpretation, we compared quantum
yield enhancement in two samples that contained silicon nanocrystals of similar
size but different concentrations in order to vary the average distance. As can
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Figure 5.3: (a) Top: PL spectrum of sample A which has a distribution of
bandgap energies of the individual NCs (red line). The blue line shows multiples
of this PL spectrum, indicating the energies where energy transfer is possible.
Bottom: Spectral dependence of QY under assumption of energy transfer at con-
servation limit for this system. (b) Comparison of theoretical QY dependence
(red dots), and normalized QY data of sample A (open squares). Blue dots
indicate theoretical QY shifted horizontally by 300 meV.
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Figure 5.4: Results of fitting of the phenomenological model for CM of Ref. [91]
(dashed line) with experimental data of carrier generation in: (a) bulk Si with
multiplication efficiency ηEHPM = 0.6 and (b) Si NCs from this study (sample
A) with ηEHPM ≈ 0.99

be seen from Fig. 5.5 the slope with which the quantum yield increases is lower
for the sample with smaller nanocrystal concentration, indicating the lower ef-
ficiency of the carrier multiplication process in this case [91]. To complement
this experiment, we also examined the excitation dependence of photolumines-
cence quantum yield for free-standing colloidal silicon nanocrystals (See Fig. 5.6)
(preparation procedure can be found in Section 2.2.3). In contrast to the re-
sults depicted in Fig. 5.1, the free-standing colloidal silicon nanocrystals exhibit
characteristics typically expected for nanocrystals, with quantum yield actually
decreasing at higher energies as opposed to that of the high density samples. This
effect originates probably from an increase of non-radiative recombination and
carrier trapping effects for higher energies of excitation. We add that a finger-
print of such a reduction can also be noted in the characteristics of sample B,
where the decrease is abrogated when quantum yield is enhanced again by the
carrier multiplication effect.
For the sake of completeness, we briefly consider alternative explanations for the
increase of photoluminescence quantum yield determined in this study. The most
obvious possibility is a reduction of non-radiative recombination. This specific
process we can rule out for several reasons. First, both the photoluminescence
spectra and their transients (within an experimental resolution of 5 ns) for a par-
ticular sample have identical characteristics throughout the investigated range of
excitation energies. Second, such an interpretation is also improbable in view
of the characteristic features of the quantum yield excitation dependence (the
step-like behaviour commencing with a threshold value). Third, as mentioned
before, for free-standing nanocrystals the opposite trend is observed, with the
relative importance of non-radiative pathways increasing with energy, lowering
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Figure 5.5: Effect of inter-nanocrystal separation. Spectral dependence of PL QY
for two samples with same average NC size distribution, but different concentra-
tions. Black and gray dashed lines serve as guides to the eye. Error bars represent
experimental accuracy of QY determination for different photon energies.

the quantum yield. Similar arguments also rule out an explanation of quantum
yield enhancement in terms of optical activation of “dark” nanocrystals (“blink-
ing”) at larger photon energies [56]. Finally, we might add that recent induced
absorption measurements on similar materials confirmed enhanced generation of
free carriers at higher excitation energies [101].
To conclude, we comment on the impact of reported findings regarding the poten-
tial application of silicon nanocrystals to third-generation photovoltaics, in which
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Figure 5.7: Comparison of carrier generation yield for bulk Si (taken from
Ref. [25]) with values of quantum yield for sample A and po-Si 2 (normalized
to unity in the low-photon-energy regime). Thick red and blue semi-transparent
lines are added as guide to the eye and can be reproduced very well using the
CM modeling developed in Ref. [91]. Standard reference solar spectra AM 1.5
and AM 0 (extraterrestial) are indicated in green and light green, respectively.

various approaches for overcoming the photon-to-electron conversion limits are
explored [89]. Silicon nanocrystals have been studied in the past in relation to
their ability to transform short-wavelength photons into a range more beneficial
for photovoltaic conversion, and have been shown to increase the internal quan-
tum efficiency of a standard silicon cell [102]. To illustrate the potential of silicon
nanocrystals for photovoltaics we compare the current findings with the literature
values on carrier multiplication in bulk silicon [25] (Fig. 5.7). For this purpose,
the initial efficiency at small photon energies has been set to 1 for all data. The
advantageous properties of nanocrystals with respect to bulk are obvious. First,
the absolute value of the threshold energy for carrier multiplication for nanocrys-
tals is considerably smaller than that for bulk, even though they have a larger
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bandgap. Second, the increase in efficiency is much larger and steeper, reaching a
value of 200% for an energy of 3.4 eV, and increasing further for higher energies.
To demonstrate potential applications for silicon nanocrystals in photovoltaics
we also included the standard reference terrestrial (AM 1.5) and extraterrestrial
(AM 0) solar spectra. The onset energy for the mechanism is within the solar
spectrum and readily shows the benefits of the use of silicon nanocrystals. Future
research will tell whether a similarly higher conversion efficiency can indeed be
realized in photovoltaic devices.




